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Abstract
Simple formulas are given for the interior voltages appearing across bolted joints from exterior lightning
currents. External slot and bolt inductances as well as internal slot and bolt diﬀusion eﬀects are included.
Both linear and ferromagnetic wall materials are considered. A useful simplification of the slot current
distribution into linear stripline and cylindrical parts (near the bolts) allows the nonlinear voltages to be
estimated in closed form.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bolted joints allow interior access to conducting enclosures, such as, weapon systems. Figure 1 shows a
simple example of such a cylindrical bolted joint. Tortuous depth path configurations as shown in Figure 2,
created by standard bolted joints with flush interior and exterior surfaces, have similar electrical properties,
provided the depth d represents the total distance along the slot depth between the exterior and interior
surfaces. Other types of overlap, as shown in Figure 3, are treated similarly.
b
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Figure 1. Example of bolted cylindrical joint.geometry.
If lightning current flows down the exterior surface across the joint, voltages are created and appear on
the interior of the system. These voltages are of concern for several reasons: if multipoint circuit grounds
exist on opposite sides of the joint, the interior joint voltage drives currents directly on these circuits; even if
multipoint grounds are not used, it may be possible for this voltage to be large enough that arc paths could
be established to conductors passing near the interior joint surfaces. It is thus useful to construct simple
7
Figure 2. Bolted joint with tortuous depth path between flush exterior and interior surfaces.
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Figure 3. Overlap screw joint.
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models for the interior joint voltages that can be quickly used to assess the importance of these concerns.
The models discussed in this report have been used to interpret experimental joint voltage measurements
[1].
The next section considers the external inductance of the bolted joint slots. The transfer inductance is
found as a modal series for general bolt positions; for a centered bolt a simple and accurate fit function is
given. This fit function can be viewed as arising from a useful simplification of current distribution in the
slot, consisting of a linear stripline distribution in addition to a cylindrical distribution converging on the
bolt with an eﬀective outer radius. The following sections consider the internal wall impedance for both
linear and nonlinear (ferromagnetic) wall materials; the approximate two part current distribution allows
the nonlinear voltage to be estimated in closed form. Coaxial bolt loads are next added to complete the
bolted joint models. The peak interior voltages are approximated in closed form by linearizing the rising
portion of the lightning current waveform. The final two sections investigate the contribution near the bolt
hole when the penetration depth is large compared to the hole radius; the nonlinear (ferromagnetic) wall
voltage is also determined numerically and compared to the result using the two part approximate current
distribution.
2 EXTERNAL INDUCTANCE OF BOLTED JOINT SLOT
Unlike an array of rectangular waveguides, the bolted joint slots are separated by single bolts in the
depth dimension, and thus static decay of the fields (at low frequencies) will not necessarily be present.
The simplest configuration thus results when the bolted joint slots are driven symmetrically [2]. This
configuration also results in the worst case interior voltage (for a given uniform current density per slot),
and is thus the natural case to examine for bounding the response even under asymmetric drive situations.
We assume if the joint is cylindrical that the radius of curvature b is large compared to the bolt spacing c
(or Nslot >> 1). Thus we can consider only the planar model shown in Figure 4.
Between bolts (with symmetric drive conditions) perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) symmetry
conditions hold; thus we may consider only a single bolt with boundary conditions on the magnetic field
intensity
Hy(±h, y) = 0 (1)
where c = 2h is the slot length and the bolt spacing. A uniform current density Kscz , found from
2hKscz = Itot/Nslot = I (2)
where Itot is the total lightning current, Nslot is the number of slots, and I is the current through a single
bolt, excites the exterior slot face as shown in Figure 4. Assuming that the slot width w is small compared
to the slot depth d, the exterior inductive loading of the slot can be approximately ignored [3]. The interior
and exterior slot faces are thus also approximate PMCs, except that the exterior face has the forced short
circuit current density
Hx(x,−d/2) ≈ Hscx = Kscz (3)
Hx(x, d/2) ≈ 0 (4)
The solution is constructed by using the magnetic vector potential A where the magnetic induction is
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Figure 4. Approximate planar equivalent of symmetric single bolt joint.
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B = μ0H = ∇×A and μ0 = 4π×10−7 H/m is the free space magnetic permeability. Choosing the Coulomb
gauge ∇ ·A = 0 and using Ampere’s law ∇×H = J gives ∇2A = −μ0J , where the electric current density
is J . Here we represent the bolt current by the component Jz. The bolt hole radius a is assumed to be
much less than the distance d/2 − |f | so that we can treat it as a filament current. The magnetic vector
potential of the problem has only a z component satisfying
∇2tAz = −μ0Jz = −μ0Iδ(x)δ(y − f) (5)
where ∇2t = ∂
2
∂x2 +
∂2
∂y2 is the transverse Laplacian operator and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. The
transverse magnetic field Ht is found from
μ0ez ×Ht = ∇tAz (6)
where ez is the axial unit vector.
It is convenient to first construct the solution of the slot when d → ∞ denoted as A∞z . This solution
which satisfies the boundary conditions (1) can be written as
A∞z = −
μ0I
2c
|y − f |+ μ0I
π
X
n, even
1
n
(−1)n/2 cos nπ
c
(x+ h)e−|y−f |nπ/c (7)
where the symmetry in x eliminates the odd terms in the series. Alternatively conformal mapping, with
complex variable z = x+ iy, can be used to determine the solution as the real part of a complex potential
A∞z =Re(W ). We can take the complex potential to be W = −
μ0I
2π [ln(z1 − z01) + ln(z1 − z0∗1 )− ln(z1) + C]
where the conformal transformation that maps the strip |Re(z)| < h into the upper half plane Im(z1) > 0
is z1 = ie−iπz/c (the source point is z01 = ie
πf/c). The constant C can be determined to match the values
of the conformal mapping solution to the modal solution (7) as |y|→∞ (and thus make the two solutions
identical)
A∞z = −
μ0I
2π
ln
¯¯¯
e−iπz/h − eπf/h
¯¯¯
+
μ0I
2c
(y + f) (8)
The total vector potential, including the boundary conditions (3) and (4), can be written as
Az = A∞z +A
B
z (9)
where the boundary part is solved using the representation (7)
ABz = B0 + C0y +
X
n, even
h
Bn cosh
³nπ
c
y
´
+ Cn sinh
³nπ
c
y
´i
cos
nπ
c
(x+ h) (10)
The arbitrary constant B0 can be dropped. Enforcing the boundary conditions (3) and (4), gives
C0 =
1
2
μ0K
sc
z =
μ0I
2c
(11)
Cn =
μ0I
nπ
(−1)n/2e−nπd/(2c) sinh(nπf/c)
cosh(nπd/(2c))
(12)
Bn =
μ0I
nπ
(−1)n/2e−nπd/(2c) cosh(nπf/c)
sinh(nπd/(2c))
(13)
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The magnetic flux passing through the surface S can be found from
Φ =
Z
S
B · ndS =
I
C
A · dc (14)
where n is the unit normal to S and the contour C is the boundary of S. The maximum interior voltage
occurs at the points between bolts x = h, y = d/2 as shown in Figure 4. The magnetic flux (14) between
the bolt hole and this point is therefore
Φ = w [Az(0, f + a)−Az(h, d/2)] = LmaxI (15)
where Lmax is an inductance. The value of this inductance, using (8), (10), (11), (12), and (13), is
2π
μ0w
Lmax = − ln
³
1− e−πa/h
´
+ ln
n
1 + eπ(2f−d)/c
o
−
∞X
n=1
1
n
e−nπd/c
∙
cosh(nπf/h)
sinh(nπd/c)
½
(−1)n cosh
µ
nπd
c
¶
− cosh
³nπ
h
(f + a)
´¾
+
sinh(nπf/h)
cosh(nπd/c)
½
(−1)n sinh
µ
nπd
c
¶
− sinh
³nπ
h
(f + a)
´¾¸
(16)
For small a we can approximate this result by
2π
μ0w
Lmax ≈ ln
µ
h
πa
¶
+O(a) + ln
n
1 + eπ(2f−d)/c
o
−
∞X
n=1
1
n
e−nπd/c
∙
cosh(nπf/h)
sinh(nπd/c)
{(−1)n cosh (nπd/c)− cosh (nπf/h)}
+
sinh(nπf/h)
cosh(nπd/c)
{(−1)n sinh (nπd/c)− sinh (nπf/h)}
¸
(17)
If we set f = 0 in (16) we find
2π
μ0w
Lmax = − ln
³
1− e−πa/h
´
+ ln
³
1 + e−πd/c
´
−
∞X
n=1
1
n
e−nπd/c
1
sinh(nπd/c)
{(−1)n cosh (nπd/c)− cosh (nπa/h)} (18)
If we approximate this expression for small a, but keep the first term intact we obtain
2π
μ0w
Lmax = − ln
³
1− e−πa/h
´
+O(a2) + ln
³
1 + e−πd/c
´
−
∞X
n=1
1
n
e−nπd/c
1
sinh(nπd/c)
{(−1)n cosh (nπd/c)− 1} (19)
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The form of the first term coincides with the form often used in the wire grid problem [2]; it yields
useful values even when a is pushed to larger values than can be rigorously justified (the value of the
first term remains positive for example). (In the one dimensional array or wire grid problem d → ∞, the
approximate form of this logarithm ln
¡ h
πa
¢
gives a more accurate transfer inductance, for small values of a,
than − ln
¡
1− e−πa/h
¢
; this can be demonstrated by including the line dipoles of the wires [4].)
Asymptotic limits of (17) are [3]
Lmax =
μ0w
2π
ln
µ
h
πa
¶
,
d
c
→∞
Lmax ∼
1
4
hμ0
w
d
+
μ0w
2π
ln
∙
d/(2πa)
cos(πf/d)
¸
,
d
c
→ 0 (20)
For f = 0 a function which incorporates these limits is
Lmax ≈
1
4
hμ0
w
d
+
μ0w
2π
ln
∙µ
hd/2
h+ d/2
¶
/(πa)
¸
(21)
A comparison of the function (21) and (17) (with f = 0), normalized by μ0w, and both having the function
of 12π ln
¡ h
πa
¢
subtracted out, is given in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the same results without removal of
1
2π ln
¡ c
2πa
¢
for several values of c/a.
Thus a very good approximation to (19) is
2π
μ0w
Lmax ≈
πh
2d
+ ln
µ
d/2
h+ d/2
¶
− ln
³
1− e−πa/h
´
(22)
The external contribution to the slot voltage Vext is thus
Vext = Lmax2h
∂
∂t
Kscz = Lmax
∂
∂t
I (23)
The simple linear approximation to the early time current
I(t) ≈ (I0/τ r) t (24)
where τr is the rise time of the lightning current, gives
Vext = LmaxI0/τ r (25)
3 LINEAR WALL VOLTAGE
The canonical model for the wall voltage contribution is taken as a planar half space diﬀusion
problem. A conducting half space extends over 0 < z <∞ and has electrical conductivity σ and magnetic
permeability μ. Maxwell’s equations in the conductive half space ∇×E = − ∂∂tB and ∇×H = σE and the
constitutive relation B = μH yield the diﬀusion equation
14
Figure 5. Comparison of simple fit formula with rigorous modal solution for external inductance in the
centered bolt case with large depth asymptote removed.
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Figure 6. Comparison of simple fit formula with rigorous modal solution for external inductance in the
centered bolt case.
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∂2
∂z2
Hy = μσ
∂
∂t
Hy (26)
Given a surface magnetic field
H0(t) = Hy(0, t) (27)
the Laplace transform solution for the surface electric field σEx = − ∂∂zHy is thus
E0(t) = Ex(0, t) =
1
2πi
Z r+i∞
r−i∞
H0(s)
p
sμ/σestds (28)
where the Laplace transform of the surface magnetic field is
H0(s) =
Z ∞
0
e−stH0(t)dt (29)
It is interesting that the properties of the Riemann Liouville fractional derivative [5] allow us to write the
surface electric field as a function of the surface magnetic field
E0 (H0 (t)) =
p
μ/σ
d1/2
dt1/2
H0(t) (30)
providedH0(t) = o(t−1/2) as t→ 0. WhenH0 (t) is proportional to tr we use the result d
β
dtβ t
r = Γ(r+1)Γ(r+1−β) t
r−β ,
where Γ (x) is the gamma function [5].
An alternative similarity solution (useful for power law O(tr) surface field behavior) can be obtained by
substituting Hy = trF (u) , u = z
p
μσ/(4t) into (26); the function F (u) is required to satisfy the ordinary
diﬀerential equation
d2F
du2
+ 2u
dF
du
− 4rF = 0 (31)
If r = n/2, n = 0, 1, 2, ... the solution to (31) can be written in terms of the iterated error functions [6]. The
case n = 2, imposing the boundary condition (27) with
H0(t) = (H0/τr) t (32)
gives
F (u) = 2 (H0/τ r)
h¡
u2 + 1/2
¢
erfc(u)− ue−u2/
√
π
i
(33)
where erfc(u) = 2√π
R∞
u e
−t2dt is the complementary error function. The surface electric field in this special
case is thus given by
E0 ((H0/τr) t) = (H0/τ r)
r
4μt
πσ
(34)
The total internal wall voltage Vint can be determined by integration of the surface electric field
E0 (H0 (t)) over the wall surface (say the bottom wall in z, for which the current is converging on the
bolt) from the bolt hole to the point in Figure 4 where Vmax is desired (there is also a multiplicative
17
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Figure 7. Approximate decomposition of current distribution into stripline and radial components when
depth is much smaller than length.
factor of two because there are two walls of the slot) 12Vint = −
R
Cwall
E0 · dc. The current distribution
is not disturbed by the finite wall conductivity since its influence on the distribution is identical
to the external inductance (under the assumption that the planar solution can be used to relate
the surface electric and magnetic fields). Note that E0 has the same direction as K = n × H0
(where n points out of the metal) and that we can write the external (in the gap w) flux as
Φ = μ0w
R
Cwall
H0 · (n× dc) = −μ0w
R
Cwall
(n×H0) ·dc = −μ0w
R
Cwall
K · dc = LmaxI = 2hLmaxKscz . Thus
the electric field integration can be written in terms of the external inductance
1
2
Vint = −
Z
Cwall
E0 (K) · dc = −
E0 (Kscz )
Kscz
Z
Cwall
K · dc = E0 (Kscz (t))
2h
μ0w
Lmax
=
1
μ0w
Lmax
p
μ/σ
d1/2I
dt1/2
(35)
The special case of a linearly increasing current gives
1
2
Vint =
r
4μt
πσ
Lmax
μ0w
I0/τr (36)
The use of the planar solution (28), (30), or (34) is only rigorously justified near the bolt hole if the
radius a is much larger than the depth of penetration. At early times where the peak voltage occurs, this
assumption is reasonable.
The fit (21), which is valid for the centered bolt f = 0, can be viewed as arising from a stripline flow of
current in addition to a radial current flow near the bolt, as shown in Figure 7 and 8.
The surface current density (again n×H0 = K is the relation between the surface magnetic field and
the surface current density) along the stripline is Kx = − 1d
R h
x K
sc
z dx = − 1d(h− x)Kscz and near the bolt is
Kρ = −I/(2πρ), where I = 2hKscz . Therefore the voltage in the centered bolt case, is given by
1
2
Vint = −
E0 (Kscz )
Kscz
Z
Cwall
K · dc ≈ E0 (Kscz (t))
"
h
π
Z beff
a
dρ
ρ
+
1
d
Z h
0
(h− x)dx
#
=
∙
1
2π
ln(beff/a) +
1
4
h
d
¸p
μ/σ
d1/2I
dt1/2
(37)
where from (21) we take the eﬀective outer radius of the radial current distribution to be
18
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Figure 8. Approximate decomposition of current distribution into stripline and radial components when
depth is much larger than length.
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beff ≈
hd/(2π)
h+ d/2
(38)
The value of this eﬀective radius obviously results from the actual transition of the current from a radial
distribution to that of a stripline. Nevertheless the superposition of radial and stripline current distributions
is a useful approximate pictorial representation of the voltage. The linearly rising current waveform gives
1
2
Vint ≈
∙
1
2π
ln(beff/a) +
1
4
h
d
¸
2
r
μt
πσ
(I0/τr) (39)
4 FERROMAGNETIC WALL VOLTAGE
We consider here the simplifying assumption of a step hysteresis function such that
B = Bssgn(H) (40)
Assuming that H > 0 the depth of saturation is [7], [8]
z0(t) =
s
2
σBs
Z t
0
H0(τ)dτ (41)
The surface electric field is [8]
E0 (H0 (t)) = Bs
∂
∂t
z0(t) =
p
Bs/(2σ)H0(t)qR t
0
H0(τ)dτ
(42)
The special case of a linearly increasing current (32) gives the surface electric field
E0 ((H0/τ r) t) =
p
(H0/τ r)Bs/σ (43)
The total voltage is again found by integration of the surface electric field from the bolt hole to the point
where the slot voltage is desired. Unfortunately in the nonlinear case the finite wall conductivity influences
the current distribution in a manner diﬀerent than the external inductance. Thus the current distribution is
changed somewhat and the external inductive contribution to the total voltage is also changed. The actual
current distribution can be rigorously determined by constructing a nonlinear resistive-inductive network
for the region in Figure 4.
A simple approximate answer in the nonlinear case, with centered bolt f = 0, can be obtained
by the following consideration. The combination of stripline current distribution and radial bolt hole
current distribution is still a reasonable model for the voltage contributions in the nonlinear case; the only
question, is what to use for the eﬀective transition radius beff . This question can be answered rigorously
by the numerical network solution mentioned in the preceding paragraph. However, to obtain a rough
approximation for the voltage, it seems reasonable to use the linear equivalent radius (38). With this
approximation the external voltage contribution remains the same as discussed previously (23) and (25).
The surface electric field, (42) or (43), depends on the square root of the surface current amplitude. Taking
the current densities to be Kx = − 1d
R h
x K
sc
z dx = − 12hd (h− x)I, Kρ = −I/(2πρ), using (42), we obtain
20
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Vint = −
Z
Cwall
E0 (K) · dc ≈
r
Bs
2σ
I(t)qR t
0
I(τ)dτ
"
1√
2hd
Z h
0
√
h− xdx+ 1√
2π
Z beff
a
dρ
√
ρ
#
≈
r
Bs
σ
I(t)qR t
0
I(τ)dτ
∙
1
3
√
d
h+
1√
π
³p
beff −
√
a
´¸
(44)
The linearly rising current (24) gives
1
2
Vint ≈
r
2BsI0
τrσ
∙
1
3
√
d
h+
1√
π
³p
beff −
√
a
´¸
(45)
It is interesting to note that the appearance of the bolt hole radius a rather than some eﬀective radius
(to account for two dimensional axisymmetric diﬀusion near the bolt when a is not large compared to
the penetration depth) is less critical here than in the linear case, since the surface electric field varies as
O
¡
1/
√
ρ
¢
rather than as O (1/ρ) in the linear case.
5 BOLT AND HOLE CONTRIBUTION
We assume that the bolt with radius abolt < a is centered in the bolt hole. The external inductance
associated with the clearance is thus given by
Lbolt ≈
μ0sbolt
2π
ln (a/abolt) (46)
where sbolt is the length of the bolt shaft and we will assume it includes both sides of the slot.
The internal bolt and hole voltage is determined assuming that the early time penetration distance
(where the peak joint voltage occurs) is much less than the bolt radius abolt. The result in either the linear
case or the ferromagnetic case can be written as
Vb ≈ sboltE0 (H0 (t)) (47)
where E0 (H0 (t)) is given by (30) in the linear case and by (42) in the ferromagnetic case, and in both cases
H0 (t) = I (t) / (2πabolt). The linearly rising current waveform (24) yields
Vb ≈
r
4μt
πσ
µ
sbolt
2πabolt
¶
I0/τr (48)
in the linear case and
Vb ≈ sbolt
s
BsI0/τ r
σ (2πabolt)
(49)
in the ferromagnetic case.
The internal voltage resulting from the bolt hole is the same as (47), (48), and (49) except that the bolt
radius abolt is replaced by the bolt hole radius a, the bolt shaft length sbolt is replaced by the length of the
bolt hole shole = sbolt − w ≈ sbolt, and the material properties of the bolt hole material are used.
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6 FERROMAGNETIC WALL VOLTAGE FOR VERY LARGE
DRIVE CURRENT
If the drive current is very large (for example, for a small number of slots around the circumference) we
must account for the flux behind the saturation front in the wall electric field. This gives a wall electric field
E0 (t) = Bs
∂
∂t
z0 +
∂
∂t
µ
1
2
z0μ0H0 (t)
¶
z0 (t) =
s
2/σ
Bs 13μ0H0 (t)
Z t
0
H0 (τ) dτ
A linearly rising magnetic field gives
E0 (t) = Bs
z0
t
(1− τ0/t) + μ0 (H0/τr) t
z0
t
µ
1− 1
2
τ0/t
¶
τ0 (t) =
1
6
μ0σz
2
0
z0 (t) = t
s
(H0/τ r) /σ
Bs + 13μ0 (H0/τ r) t
The peak can be approximated by replacing t by τr
E0 = Bs
z0
τ r
(1− τ0/τr) + μ0H0
z0
τr
µ
1− 1
2
τ0/τr
¶
τ0 =
1
6
μ0σz
2
0
z0 = τr
s
(H0/τr) /σ
Bs + 13μ0H0
7 ESTIMATE FOR PEAK VOLTAGE
The quantity of practical interest is the peak joint voltage. Figure 9 sketches a simple procedure for
estimating this peak voltage.
The lightning current is fit with a linear ramp extending from the initial instant to the rise time
τr of the actual waveform, such that the peak amplitude is arrived at and the maximum slope is well
approximated. The external inductive contribution to the voltage (including both the slot and bolt
clearance hole) resulting from this linear current is constant. The nonlinear ferromagnetic contribution is
also constant (for both the slot walls, the bolt, and bolt hole). The linear internal diﬀusive contribution
varies as O
¡√
t
¢
for the linear current waveform. Thus to obtain an estimate for the peak voltage we
evaluate the linear diﬀusive contribution at time
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tτrtτr
Vmax
tτr
t
Ι
τr
VmaxVmax
Linear internal
diffusive contribution
Nonlinear internal
diffusive contribution
External inductive
contribution
Lightning current
Figure 9. Approximate linear ramp fit of lightning current waveform and the resulting time behavior of the
various parts of the joint voltage.
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μ0
z
ρ
δ>>a
Figure 10. Illustration of bolt current when the depth of penetration δ is large compared to the bolt hole
radius and the current is induced by a filament approximation to the bolt.
t = τ r (50)
Note that the external inductive voltage and internal nonlinear voltages will fall oﬀ (from the constant
value) as the actual current waveform deviates from the linear fit; the internal linear voltage will also
decrease from the O
¡√
t
¢
behavior near the peak of the actual current waveform.
8 LINEAR BOLT HOLE VOLTAGE
It is of interest to consider what happens to the eﬀective bolt hole radius when the depth of penetration
is large compared to the actual hole radius. Simplification of the problem is accomplished by shrinking the
bolt hole radius to zero but inducing the magnetic field in the conductor by an axial current filament as
shown in Figure 10.
We first ignore the interface at z = 0 and take the filament (and the conducting medium) to be of
infinite extent. The problem is then independent of ϕ and z. Eliminating the magnetic field in the Laplace
transform of Maxwell’s equations ∇ × E = −sμH (assuming H (t = 0) = 0) and ∇ ×H = J + σE, and
using Jz = Iδ(ρ)/(2πρ), thus gives
h
1
ρ
∂
∂ρ
³
ρ ∂∂ρ
´
− sμσ
i
Ez = sμIδ(ρ)/(2πρ). The solution which vanishes
as ρ→∞ can be written as
Eez = −sμ
I
2π
K0 (ρ
√
sμσ) (51)
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where the superscript e denotes the fact that this one dimensional part of the solution satisfies a perfect
electric conductor (PEC) boundary condition at z = 0, and Kn (x) is the modified Bessel function of the
second king of order n. Using − ∂∂ρEz = −sμHϕ gives
Heϕ =
√
sμσ
I
2π
K1 (ρ
√
sμσ) (52)
The total field satisfies the boundary condition
Htotϕ = H
e
ϕ +Hϕ = I/(2πρ) , z = 0 (53)
where the boundary contribution Hϕ is independent of ϕ and satisfies
¡
∇2 − sμσ − 1/ρ2
¢
Hϕ = 0 (54)
The integral (Hankel) transform solution can be taken as
Hϕ =
Z ∞
0
αA(α)J1(αρ)e−z
√
sμσ+α2dα (55)
where J1 (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order unity. Applying the boundary condition (53)
and using the orthogonality of the Hankel transform gives
A(α) =
Z ∞
0
ρJ1(αρ)
∙
I
2πρ
−√sμσ I
2π
K1 (ρ
√
sμσ)
¸
dρ =
Isμσ
2πα(sμσ + α2)
(56)
The electric field is determined by means of Ez = 1σ
³
∂
∂ρ +
1
ρ
´
Hϕ and Eρ = − 1σ
∂
∂zHϕ. The total electric
field requires the addition of the one dimensional solution (51). Because the contribution to the total
voltage of the one dimensional solution is usually the dominant part, it is convenient to determine the exact
one dimensional solution to the bolt hole geometry shown in Figure 11.
The boundary condition at ρ = a is Heϕ(a) = I/(2πa). The electric field is thus
Eez = −
I
2πa
p
sμ/σK0 (ρ
√
sμσ) /K1 (a
√
sμσ) (57)
We require only the values of Ez(ρ = 0) and Eρ(z = 0) of the diﬀerence field (we can approximate the
diﬀerence field Ez at ρ = 0 instead of at ρ = a), which can be written as
Ez(0, z) =
sμI
2π
Z ∞
0
α
sμσ + α2
e−z
√
sμσ+α2dα =
sμI
2π
E1 (z
√
sμσ) (58)
Eρ(ρ, 0) =
sμI
2π
Z ∞
0
J1(αρ)
dαp
sμσ + α2
=
I
2πρ
p
sμ/σ
³
1− e−ρ
√
sμσ
´
(59)
where E1(z) =
R∞
z e
−udu/u is the exponential integral. The one dimensional part of the total voltage V tot
is
V e = −sholeEez(a) = shole
I
2πa
p
sμ/σK0 (a
√
sμσ) /K1 (a
√
sμσ) (60)
The diﬀerence voltage (for a single wall) consists of the two contributions
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2a
Ι
μ σ, μ0
δ
Figure 11. Exact one dimensional illustration of bolt current, when the depth of penetration δ is large
compared to the bolt hole radius, used to obtain the dominant part of the bolt impedance.
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Vρ0 =
Z ρ0
0
Eρ(ρ, 0)dρ+
Z 0
∞
Ez(0, z)dz (61)
where we have let shole → ∞ in the second integral since the metal is assumed to be many skin depths
thick. The distance ρ0 is assumed to be many skin depths in size so that the current field is one dimensional
beyond this radius; thus the linear wall electric field, (30) or (34), is valid. The integrations in (61) can be
carried out as
Vρ0 ∼
I
2π
p
sμ/σ [ln (ρ0
√
sμσ) + γ0 − 1] (62)
where γ0 ≈ 0.5772 is Euler’s constant and the term 12π
p
sμ/σE1(ρ0
√
sμσ) has been neglected. The −1 in
brackets in (62) results from the second integral in (61). If we replace the bolt hole contribution (47) (with
sbolt → shole and abolt → a) by the inverse transform of (60), then we can lump the inverse transform of the
correction (62) entirely with the slot wall voltage (35) or (36). The field contribution to the wall voltage
from the vicinity of the large distance (compared to the skin depth) ρ = ρ0 was treated correctly by the
previous planar arguments (it is only when ρ is of the order of the skin depth that the planar arguments
fail). Thus we can subtract from the previous result, (35) or (36), the planar transform contribution
I
2π
p
sμ/σ ln (ρ0/a) and add the inverse transform of (62). Alternatively we can add to (35) or (36) the
inverse transform of the voltage correction
1
2
∆V = Vρ0 −
I
2π
p
sμ/σ ln(ρ0/a) =
I (s)
2π
p
sμ/σ [ln (a
√
sμσ) + γ0 − 1] (63)
For linearly rising current (24) I (s) = I0/
¡
s2τr
¢
. Noting the inverse Laplace transform pairs
s−α ⇔ tα−1/Γ (α) and s−α ln (s) ⇔ tα−1 [ψ (α)− ln (t)] /Γ (α), where α > 0 and ψ (α) is the digamma
function [6], thus gives
1
2
∆V =
I0/τr
2π
r
μt
πσ
∙
2 ln
µ
a
r
μσ
4t
¶
+ γ0
¸
= 2
r
μt
πσ
(I0/τr)
1
2π
ln (a/aeff ) (64)
where the eﬀective bolt hole radius is
aeff =
s
4teγ0
μσ
(65)
Combining (64) with (36) or (39) gives
1
2
Vint +
1
2
∆V ≈
∙
1
2π
ln(beff/aeff ) +
1
4
h
d
¸
2
r
μt
πσ
(I0/τ r) (66)
where the assumption is that beff >> aeff >> a. The inverse transform of the one dimensional bolt hole
voltage (60) is complicated. However if (60) is expanded for a
√
sμσ << 1 we have
V e ∼ −shole
sμI
2π
h
ln
³a
2
√
sμσ
´
+ γ0
i
(67)
The inverse transform for the linearly rising current thus gives the additional one dimensional bolt hole
voltage
V e ∼ (I0/τr) shole
μ
2π
ln (aeff/a) (68)
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Figure 12. Nonlinear resistive network used to model ferromagnetic wall voltage.
The internal bolt voltage in this deep penetration limit is not (47) or (48), but is instead given by
Vb ∼ sboltI (s)
µ
1
πa2boltσ
+ s
μ
8π
¶
(69)
The linearly ramp current thus results in
Vb ∼ sbolt (I0/τ r)
µ
t
πa2boltσ
+
μ
8π
¶
(70)
There are of course also corrections arising from the bolt head region (which would require the detailed
geometry of the bolt head region to be specified) in this limit.
9 FERROMAGNETIC BOLT HOLE AND WALL VOLTAGE
The estimate given in Section 4 for the nonlinear wall voltage is now checked by a numerical calculation.
Figure 12 shows a nonlinear resistive network for the ferromagnetic wall (exploiting symmetry about the
bolt, which is assumed to be centered in the slot, including f = 0).
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The gap w is taken to be small compared to the depth of penetration in the metal walls of the slot, so
the current distribution is determined exclusively by the nonlinear wall admittance. The bolt and hole radii
are taken to be zero (the ground point V(N+1)/2,M = 0, where N is odd). We again take the current to rise
linearly with time (32) so that the electric field on the wall is given by (43). The wall admittance is thus a
nonlinear conductance given by
K0/E0 = G(K0) =
p
τrσK0/Bs (71)
where the total surface current amplitude (K = (K0/τ r) t) is K0 = n×H0 and the unit outward normal is,
say, n = ez. The lumped conductance spacing in the x direction of Figure 12 is taken as ∆x = h/(M − 1)
and in the y direction as ∆y = d/(N − 1). Thus the lumped current sources have current Ksc0z∆x (one half
this value at the half cell ends m = 1,M), where Ksc0z = I0/ (2h), and the circuit currents are I
x = ∆yK0x
and Iy = ∆xK0y. The lumped circuit conductances are therefore
Gx(K0) =
K0x∆y
E0x∆x
=
∆y
∆x
p
τrσK0/Bs (72)
Gy(K0) =
K0y∆x
E0y∆y
=
∆x
∆y
p
τrσK0/Bs (73)
where the total surface current density is related to the circuit currents by means of K0 =p
(Ix/∆y)2 + (Iy/∆x)2. On the boundary of the grid we take one half of the conductance values (72) or
(73).
The update of the nonlinear conductances was carried out by the following procedure. At a
nodal point where the voltage is defined as Vn,m we determine the currents in the x direction I−xn,m =
(Vn,m−1 − Vn,m)Gxn,m−1 and I+xn,m = (Vn,m − Vn,m+1)Gxn,m and y direction I−yn,m = (Vn−1,m − Vn,m)G
y
n−1,m
and I+yn,m = (Vn,m − Vn+1,m)Gyn,m on either side of the nodal point. Averages are then taken
Ixn,m =
¡
I−xn,m + I+xn,m
¢
/2 and Iyn,m =
¡
I−yn,m + I+yn,m
¢
/2 (on the boundary one of the currents I±xn,m or I±yn,m is
set to zero) and the total surface current is found as Kn,m0 =
q
(Ixn,m/∆y)2 + (I
y
n,m/∆x)2. Each of the four
conductances surrounding the node Vn,m are then thought of as consisting of two conductances in series,
the ones terminating on the node Vn,m having the values 2Gx (K
n,m
0 ) or 2G
y (Kn,m0 ). This is done for each
node and the sets of two series conductances are combined to form the single conductances Gxn,m and Gyn,m
as shown in Figure 12. Another linear system solution is then found and the iteration is repeated.
The circuit equations to be solved from Figure 12 are
0 = (Vn,m − Vn,m+1)
µ
1− 1
2
δn,1 −
1
2
δn,M
¶
Gxn,m + (Vn,m − Vn+1,m)
µ
1− 1
2
δm,1 −
1
2
δm,M
¶
Gyn,m
+(Vn,m − Vn−1,m)
µ
1− 1
2
δm,1 −
1
2
δm,M
¶
Gyn−1,m + (Vn,m − Vn,m−1)
µ
1− 1
2
δn,1 −
1
2
δn,N
¶
Gxn,m−1
−Ksc0z∆xδn,1
µ
1− 1
2
δm,1 −
1
2
δm,M
¶
V(N+1)/2,M = 0 (74)
where terms with indices oﬀ the grid are taken to be zero. These nonlinear equations were solved by simple
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Figure 13. Scaled ferromagnetic wall voltage from solution of nonlinear resistive network.
iteration evaluating the arguments of the conductances at the previous iteration step. The initial guess was
taken as Kn,m0 = |Ksc0z| and ten iterations were applied. The maximum interior voltage on a single wall was
determined
1
2
Vint = VN,1 (75)
The ratio of unknowns was taken to maintain approximately square cells (M − 1) / (N − 1) ≈ h/d.
Extrapolation to the limit N →∞ was used by taking the desired result to be given by V = VN,1+α/(N−1).
The scaling of the results as
1
2Vint
hE0(Ksc0z)
=
1
2 (Vint/h)
G(Ksc0z)/K
sc
0z
=
1
2 (Vint/h)p
Ksc0zBs/ (τ rσ)
= (Vint/c)
q
τ rσ/ (Ksc0zBs) (76)
allows a single curve, as a function of d/c, to describe the results for any set of parameters. Figure 13 gives
the scaled voltage and the approximation (45) with a = 0.
Although there is some error in the approximation, notice that it bounds the numerical result for all
d/c. The approximation actually gives the value 2/π as d/c→∞ which is the asymptote of the numerical
solution shown on the graph. For small values of d/c the stripline contribution dominates, and again
the nonlinear circuit result approaches the approximation. The use of the linear value for beff (38) thus
provides a useful estimate (and bound) for the nonlinear wall voltage. The external inductive voltage
(resulting from a nonnegligible gap w) can thus be consistently added to this approximation as discussed
previously.
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The bolt voltage in this deep penetration limit is given by (69) or (70), with μ → μ0 assuming the
material is saturated. The ferromagnetic bolt hole voltage for deep penetration is now determined referring
again to the geometry of Figures 10 and 11. We assume that the material is saturated out to a distance
ρ0 (t) which is large compared to a (thus we ignore the radius a and assume the z directed bolt current I
exists along a filament at ρ = 0). We ignore the linear diﬀusion in the saturated region and solve the static
limit of (54) with no z dependence
µ
∂2
∂ρ2
+
1
ρ
∂
∂ρ
− 1
ρ2
¶
Hϕ ≈ 0 (77)
The boundary conditions are [8]
Hϕ =
I
2πρ
, ρ→ 0 (78)
Hϕ = 0 , ρ = ρ0 (t) (79)
The solution is thus
Hϕ =
I
2πρ
£
1− ρ2/ρ20 (t)
¤
, 0 < ρ < ρ0 (t)
= 0 , ρ > ρ0 (t) (80)
The electric field in the saturated region using Ez = 1σ
³
∂
∂ρ +
1
ρ
´
Hϕ is
Ez = −
I
πσρ20 (t)
(81)
Applying Faraday’s law
H
C E · dc = − ∂∂t
R
S B · ndS to a fixed contour about the saturation front at
ρ = ρ0 (t) gives [8]
Ez = −Bs
∂
∂t
ρ0 (t) (82)
Setting (81) and (82) equal, and taking ρ0 (t) → 0 when t = 0 as the initial condition, determines the
saturation front location
ρ0 (t) =
∙
3
πσBs
Z t
0
I (τ) dτ
¸1/3
(83)
The bolt hole voltage is thus
V e = −sholeEz = shole (πσ)−1/3 I (t) /
∙
3
Bs
Z t
0
I (τ) dτ
¸2/3
(84)
The linearly rising current gives
ρ0 (t) =
∙
3
2πσBs
(I0/τr) t2
¸1/3
(85)
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V e = shole
µ
4I0
9πστrB2s t
¶1/3
(86)
Note that if (78) is replaced by the exact condition Hϕ (ρ = a) = I/ (2πa) (keeping the small
distance a in the problem), then the magnetic field (80) is replaced by Hϕ = I2πρ
³
ρ20−ρ2
ρ20−a2
´
, the electric
field (81) is replaced by Ez = − Iπσ(ρ20−a2) , and the equation for the radial penetration depth is
ρ30 − 3a2ρ0 + 2a3 = 3πσBs
R t
0
I (τ) dτ .
10 CONCLUSIONS
Lightning current excitation of bolted joints was addressed by the construction of simple external
inductive and internal diﬀusive models of the joint. Symmetric drive conditions were assumed so a single
slot (and bolt) could be considered alone. This also provides the worst case voltage (for a given uniform
current density per slot) under asymmetric exterior current drives and is thus the natural bounding case
to examine. The slot width is assumed to be suﬃciently small compared to the slot length and depth that
we can treat the openings of the slot to the interior and exterior of the shield as open circuits (very large
exterior inductive loads).
The external transfer inductance (which gives the maximum interior slot voltage given the exterior slot
drive current) was estimated in (16). A simple fit for the case when the bolt is centered in the slot is given
by (22), or for small bolt radius by (21). The voltage resulting from this external inductance is thus given
by (23), or for a linear ramp lightning current (24) by (25).
The internal linear wall diﬀusive contribution to the slot voltage was estimated by first determining
the surface electric field on a half space conductor (28) or (30), or for a linear ramp lightning current by
(34). This was integrated along the wall to find the total wall voltage contribution (35), or for linear
ramp lightning current (36). It was remarked that the current distribution can be considered as having
two parts: a stripline part with a uniform (in depth) Cartesian current distribution, and a radial part at
the bolt. Using the eﬀective radial transition radius (38) to truncate the integration of the radial current
distribution, gives the nearly same external inductance and internal wall voltage, (37) or (39), as the
rigorous expressions, in the linear wall case.
The ferromagnetic nonlinear wall voltage was addressed by assuming a step function hysteresis function
for the material (40). The surface electric field on a half space was then given as (42), or for linear ramp
current excitation as (43). The previous discussion of the two components of the current distribution
(stripline and radial components) was then used to give a rough estimate for the nonlinear wall voltage
(44), or for the linear ramp current (45).
The additional voltage resulting from a gap around the bolt hole was next given. The external bolt
inductance is given by (46). The bolt voltage internal to the metal (and bolt hole voltage, which must also
be added by replacement of the bolt radius by the bolt hole radius and bolt length by bolt hole length in
these formulas) is given by (47). The linear ramp current waveform gives (48) for the linear wall material
and (49) for the ferromagnetic wall material.
A simple estimate for the peak joint voltage was discussed. The early time linear ramp lightning current
results in constant external inductive voltages as well as constant internal ferromagnetic wall voltages; the
linear wall voltage, however, varies as the square root of the time. Evaluation of the linear wall voltage at
the lightning current rise time (50) and addition of the other constant voltage contributions thus yields a
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useful estimate of the peak joint voltage.
The previous calculations assume the early time penetration depth into the conductor to be small
compared to the bolt hole and bolt radii. The next section considers the eﬀective bolt hole radius when the
depth of penetration is large compared to the bolt hole radius. The correction to the linear wall voltage is
given in the Laplace domain by (63). An eﬀective bolt hole radius (65) is determined for the linear ramp
current and used in the linear wall voltage. The contribution from the bolt hole itself in this limit is (60) or
(67) in the Laplace domain, or (68) for linear ramp current. The bolt voltage in this deep penetration limit
is given by (69) in the Laplace domain and by (70) for linear ramp current.
The final section gives a more rigorous estimate of the wall voltage in the ferromagnetic case by means
of a nonlinear resistive network model of the wall. The numerical solution of the resistive network confirms
the usefulness of the simple bounding calculation of the ferromagnetic wall voltage (based on the linear
stripline-cylindrical current distribution model). Furthermore, the numerical calculations show agreement
in the large and small depth limits with the approximate model. Included in this section is also a treatment
of the nonlinear bolt hole voltage for deep penetration compared to the bolt hole radius. The cylindrical
ferromagnetic problem is solved for depth of saturation (83) and voltage (84). The corresponding results
for linear ramp current are (85) and (86).
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